Single-Molecule Investigation of Substrate Binding Kinetics and Protein Conformational Dynamics of a B-Family Replicative DNA Polymerase*
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Background: DNA polymerases use a multistep mechanism to faithfully replicate DNA.

Results: Replicative DNA polymerase PolB1 binds DNA in multiple conformations which are affected by nucleotide or mismatched DNA binding.

Conclusion: Modulation of conformational dynamics and DNA binding kinetics affects the replication fidelity of PolB1.

Significance: Single-molecule techniques can reveal subtle differences in substrate binding properties and conformational dynamics of a DNA polymerase.

SUMMARY

Replicative DNA polymerases use a complex, multistep mechanism for efficient and accurate DNA replication as uncovered by intense kinetic and structural studies. Recently, single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy has provided new insights into real-time conformational dynamics utilized by DNA polymerases during substrate binding and nucleotide incorporation. We have employed single-molecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer techniques to investigate the kinetics and conformational dynamics of Sulfolobus solfataricus DNA Polymerase B1 (PolB1) during DNA and nucleotide binding. Our experiments demonstrate that this replicative polymerase can bind to DNA in at least three conformations, corresponding to an open and closed conformation of the finger domain as well as a conformation with the DNA substrate bound to the exonuclease active site of PolB1. Additionally, our results show that PolB1 can transition between these conformations without dissociating from a primer-template DNA substrate. Furthermore, we show that the closed conformation is promoted by a matched incoming dNTP but not by a mismatched dNTP and that mismatches at the primer-template terminus lead to an increase in the binding of the DNA to the exonuclease site. Our analysis has also revealed new details of the biphasic dissociation kinetics of the polymerase-DNA binary complex. Notably, comparison of the results obtained in this study with PolB1 to those from similar single-molecule studies with an A-family DNA polymerase suggests mechanistic differences between these polymerases. In summary, our findings provide novel mechanistic insights into protein conformational dynamics and substrate binding kinetics of a high-fidelity B-family DNA polymerase.

Faithful genomic replication is of utmost importance to the survival of all organisms. Consequently, DNA polymerases, which are grouped into six families (A, B, C, D, X, and Y), must utilize distinct methods for selecting and incorporating correct nucleotides into a growing DNA chain. Biochemical and biophysical studies have elucidated many details of the kinetic mechanism of nucleotide incorporation catalyzed by high-fidelity DNA polymerases (1-10). These studies have also provided evidence for multiple checkpoints in the process of nucleotide selection.
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X-ray crystallographic studies have shown that the polymerase core of any DNA polymerase adopts a “right hand” architecture with thumb, palm and finger domains, the last of which undergoes a large closing motion upon nucleotide binding to the polymerase-DNA binary complex (12-15). Although this finger domain conformational change has been proposed to be both a major checkpoint for nucleotide selection and the rate-limiting step during each round of nucleotide incorporation (11), subsequent stopped-flow fluorescence studies have indicated that it is too rapid to limit nucleotide incorporation (16-20). Interestingly, our recent studies with the low-fidelity Y-family Sulfolobus solfataricus DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) indicate that nucleotide binding can induce global conformational changes in all of its four structural domains (20,21).

In addition to the intrinsic fidelity associated with nucleotide selection by the polymerase activity, many DNA polymerases also contain 3′→5′ exonuclease proofreading activity, which can excise misincorporated nucleotides and further enhance replication fidelity by more than 100-fold (6,10,22). Notably, the exonuclease activity is contained in a separate structural domain, and binding of a DNA primer containing 3′-mismatched nucleotide(s) to the exonuclease active site requires partial melting from the template strand and a repositioning of the duplex DNA (12,23-25).

Recently, single-molecule studies with several A-family DNA polymerases have begun to provide new insight into the details of nucleotide selection mechanisms and conformational dynamics utilized by DNA polymerases (26-30). Several of these studies have indicated that the finger domain of the large fragment of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I (KF) is in equilibrium between an open and a closed conformation even in the absence of nucleotide and that the binding of a correct nucleotide biases the equilibrium towards the closed state (27,30). However, in a similar study with another A-family DNA polymerase from bacteriophage T7 (T7 Pol), the analogous closed finger conformation was only detected in the presence of a correct nucleotide (26). Interestingly, single-molecule total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) studies have also yielded conflicting results about whether or not KF is able to bind fully complementary DNA in an editing mode with the primer bound to the exonuclease active site. One study reported that the binding to the exonuclease site was observed in ~13% of all binding events to fully matched DNA (30) while another suggested that binding to the exonuclease site was only possible in the presence of a mismatched primer terminus (29). While single-molecule methods have begun to illuminate mechanistic aspects of the activities of several DNA polymerases which cannot be easily investigated by ensemble measurements, further study is necessary to resolve aforementioned discrepancies and to provide additional mechanistic insights. Additionally, single-molecule studies with different DNA polymerases can help illustrate nuances in the mechanism of each enzyme.

In this study we have designed a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) system to investigate protein conformational dynamics and DNA binding kinetics of S. solfataricus DNA polymerase B1 (PolB1) at the single-molecule level. PolB1 represents an attractive model system because it is a B-family DNA polymerase with an established kinetic mechanism (5,6) and is the lone replicative DNA polymerase in S. solfataricus (31). Our results suggest that PolB1 can bind to DNA in at least three distinct conformations, and that the relative frequency of each conformation can be modulated by both the identity of the primer 3′-terminus and the presence of an incoming dNTP. Notably, our results highlight several similarities and differences between DNA binding properties of a B-family DNA polymerase and those described above for the A-family DNA polymerases at the single-molecule level.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein and DNA substrate preparation - Based on the PolB1 exonuclease-deficient triple point mutant (D231A, E233A, and D318A) plasmid described previously (wt PolB1 exo-) (6), we mutated the three native cysteine residues to serine (C67S, C538S, and C556S) in order to avoid ambiguity in labeling. Then, we introduced a single cysteine into the finger domain (S588C). The mutant protein was expressed in E. coli and...
purified as described previously (6). Labeling was carried out by incubation of PolB1 with 10-fold molar excess of Cy5-maleimide (GE Lifesciences) overnight at 4 °C in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7). Unincorporated free dye was then removed with two consecutive Micro Bio-Spin columns (Bio-Rad) and the labeling efficiency of ~85% was determined by measuring absorption at 280 nm and 650 nm to determine protein and Cy5 concentration according to manufacturer’s protocol.

Modified and unmodified oligonucleotides in Table I were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. The 30-mer template oligonucleotides used in single-molecule experiments contained a 3′ biotin to facilitate surface immobilization. Cy3 (GE Lifesciences) was attached via a 5-C6-Amino-2'-deoxythymidine on either the 9th base from 3′ terminus of a DNA primer or the 19th base from the 5′ end of a DNA template according to manufacturer’s protocol.

Fluorescence Anisotropy titration – Cy3-labeled DNA (3 nM) was titrated with increasing amounts of PolB1 and the anisotropy signal was monitored to follow binding (32). Experiments were carried out at 25 °C in reaction buffer R containing 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 15 mM MgCl2, 75 mM NaCl, and 0.1 mg/mL BSA. Excitation and emission were 540 and 568 nm respectively with a 10 nm band pass and 2 s integration time. Binding curves were fit to the following equation:

\[
\Delta A = \frac{(\Delta A_T/2D_o) \times (K_D + D_o + E_o) \times \left[ (K_D + D_o + E_o)^2 - 4E_oD_o \right]^{1/2}}{4E_oD_o} \quad \text{(eq 1)}
\]

where \( \Delta A \) is the change in anisotropy, \( \Delta A_T \) is the maximum anisotropy change, \( D_o \) is the total DNA concentration, \( E_o \) is the total PolB1 concentration and \( K_D \) is the dissociation constant.

Kinetic assays - All experiments were performed at 25 °C in reaction buffer R using a rapid chemical-quench flow apparatus (KinTek). For burst assays, a pre-incubated solution of PolB1 (30 nM) and 5′-[\(^{32}\)P]-labeled DNA substrate (120 nM) was mixed with dTTP•Mg\(^{2+} \) (100 μM). Reactions were quenched at the indicated time with the addition of EDTA to a final concentration of 0.37 M. Reaction products were analyzed by sequencing gel electrophoresis (17% acrylamide, 8M urea, 1× TBE running buffer), visualized using a Typhoon TRIO (GE Healthcare), and quantitated with ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). For the burst assay, the product concentration was graphed as a function of time (\( t \)) and the data were fit to the following equation:

\[
[\text{Product}] = A[1 - \exp(-k_{\text{burst}}t) + k_{\text{off}}] \quad \text{(eq 2)}
\]

where \( A \) represents the fraction of active enzyme, \( k_{\text{burst}} \) represents the single turnover burst rate constant, and \( k_{\text{off}} \) represents the observed steady-state rate constant.

Single-molecule measurements - All single-molecule measurements were carried out at room temperature in the presence of an imaging buffer containing an oxygen scavenging system (0.8% w/v D-glucose, 1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 0.04 mg/ml catalase) and ~2 mM Trolox (33) in addition to the polymerase reaction buffer R containing 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 15 mM MgCl2, 75 mM NaCl, and 0.1 mg/mL BSA. Single-molecule sample chambers were assembled from quartz slides and coverslips which were cleaned, passivated, biotinylated and coated with Neutravidin (0.2 mg/ml) as described previously (33). DNA was loaded into the sample chamber at 10-50 pM to allow sufficient separation for resolving fluorescence from single, immobilized DNA molecules. Single-molecule fluorescence studies were performed on a home-made prism-type TIR microscope (33), based on an Eclipse Ts-i inverted microscope with a 1.2 NA 60x PlanAPO water emersion objective (Nikon). Molecules were excited with a 532 nm laser (CrystaLaser, 100 mW) and fluorescence emission was passed through a set of optics including a high pass filter to reject scattered laser light (Et5421P, Chroma), dichroic mirrors to split donor and acceptor fluorescence (2x T6401p, Chroma), and band pass filters to minimize cross talk between donor and acceptor channels (Et575/40m and Et685/70m, Chroma). Movies were recorded with an iXon 897 electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera (Andor) with a 100 ms frame rate and were processed using IDL (ITT VIS) and a custom software package (downloaded from https://physics.illinois.edu/cplc/software/) in order to produce and analyze fluorescence intensity time...
traces. Individual traces showing anti-correlated donor and acceptor fluctuations for FRET measurements or fluctuation between high and low Cy3 intensity for PIFE measurements were selected for analysis and corrected for background signal using a custom written MATLAB (MathWorks) code included in the above mentioned software package.

**Data Analysis** Reported FRET efficiency values are calculated as apparent FRET \( E_{\text{app}} \) according to the equation \( E_{\text{app}} = I_a/(I_d + I_a) \), where \( I_d \) and \( I_a \) are the donor and acceptor fluorescence intensities, respectively. FRET efficiency values were binned for each selected time trace to generate histograms. Then, composite histograms were compiled from multiple time traces (>200) and only contained data points with the acceptor intensity clearly above the background level determined from the average background intensity in the acceptor channel after donor photobleaching. The histograms were fit using a sum of Gaussian functions in MATLAB, and the reported percentages of molecules in each state were determined by the total area under each peak. For dwell time analysis, a FRET efficiency of 0.1 was used as a lower threshold for the bound state. Histograms of the binding times or time between binding events were compiled from multiple time traces (>150). Histograms were then integrated and normalized to produce cumulative distribution functions \( F(t) \), then inverted \( (1 - F(t)) \) to generate the survivor functions \( f(t) \). Survivor functions were then fit to single (equation 3) or double (equation 4) exponential functions:

\[
f(t) = \exp(-kt) \quad \text{(eq 3)}
\]

\[
f(t) = A_1\exp(-k_1t) + A_2\exp(-k_2t) \quad \text{(eq 4)}
\]

where \( f(t) \) is the fraction of molecules remaining bound after time \( t \), \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are the amplitudes of each phase and the \( k \), \( k_1 \), and \( k_2 \) values are the decay rate constants.

**RESULTS**

*Multiple conformational states occur during DNA binding* In order to investigate the dynamic interactions between PolB1 and a DNA substrate at the single-molecule level, we designed a FRET system suitable for PolB1 by (i) starting with the previously characterized PolB1 exo- mutant which has the three exonuclease active site residues (D231, E233, and D318) replaced with alanine to eliminate complications in data analysis due to the strong 3′ → 5′ exonuclease activity of PolB1 (6), (ii) substituting three native cysteine residues (C67, C538, and C556) with serine to allow for introduction of a unique labeling site, and (iii) engineering a Ser to Cys substitution at position 588, a surface residue at the tip of the Finger domain which would be accessible for attaching a Cy5 acceptor fluorophore. A primer extension assay showed that the PolB1 mutant (S588C, C67S, C538S, C556S, D231A, E233A, and D318A) containing the single cysteine for labeling retained a high level of DNA polymerase activity (Data not shown). Fluorescence anisotropy titration assays showed that the DNA dissociation constant of the single cysteine mutant \( K_D = 2.1 \pm 0.8 \, \text{nM} \) and the previously characterized PolB1 exo- \( K_D = 1.7 \pm 0.3 \, \text{nM} \) were the same within error (Figure 1A) and were consistent with the value reported previously \( K_D = 1.8 \, \text{nM} \) (5). Additionally, burst kinetics assays showed that the single turnover burst rate and the steady state rate of product formation for the fluorescently labeled mutant PolB1 were not significantly altered compared to the previously characterized PolB1 exo- (Figure 1B). A Cy3 donor fluorophore was attached to either the 9th base from the 3′ terminus of a DNA primer 21-mer or the 19th base from the 5′ end of a DNA template 30-mer via a modified thymine base (Table I). The approximate positions of the donor and acceptor fluorophores in the PolB1•DNA complex are shown in Figure 2A. The DNA template was biotinylated at the 3′ end to allow for immobilization on a passivated microscope slide with a biotin-Neutravidin linkage (33). The DNA labeling had no significant effect on DNA polymerase activity (data not show).

A custom built prism-type TIRF microscopy system (33) was used to monitor the change in FRET upon the interaction of PolB1 with immobilized DNA substrate molecules. Fluorescence intensity from both donor and acceptor channels were recorded simultaneously for time intervals up to 150 seconds. In the absence of PolB1, the Cy3 emission intensity from individual DNA molecules remained at a constant level until undergoing irreversible photobleaching (data not shown). Upon the introduction of 10 nM Cy5 labeled PolB1 to a slide containing immobilized Cy3 labeled C-1 DNA substrate

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cysteine</th>
<th>Attached Base</th>
<th>Applied Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C67</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C538</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C556</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D231</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E233</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>5′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D318</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>3′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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molecules (Table I), anti-correlated fluctuations of donor (green) and acceptor (red) fluorescence were observed, indicating binding of PolB1 to the DNA substrate (Figure 2C). Analysis of individual FRET trajectories revealed transitions between several distinct FRET efficiency values, including transitions between two non-zero FRET efficiencies (Figure 2B and Figure 3). These results suggest that PolB1 is capable of binding to the DNA substrate in several distinct conformational states and that transitions between these conformations within a single binding event are possible (Scheme 1).

A histogram compiled from binding events from ~300 individual traces shows three distinct peaks centered at low (0.24), mid (0.46), and high (0.79) FRET efficiencies (Figure 2D). Each peak corresponds to a unique conformational state of PolB1 bound to DNA. Similar results were found in a recent study with KF, in which some states were identified to correspond to different conformations of the finger domain, while an additional state was believed to result from DNA binding to the exonuclease site of KF (30). As described below, this was also the case for PolB1 in this study, with the low and mid FRET states corresponding to open ($E_{\text{Open}}^{\text{Pol}}$ • DNA$_n$) and closed conformations ($E_{\text{Closed}}^{\text{Pol}}$ • DNA$_n$) of the finger domain, respectively, and the high FRET state corresponding to DNA binding to the exonuclease site ($E_{\text{Exo}}$ • DNA$_n$*) (Scheme 1 and Figure 2B).

We performed dwell time analysis on single-molecule binding traces (>200 traces for each condition) in order to investigate the DNA association and dissociation kinetics of the labeled PolB1 using the C-1 DNA substrate (Table I). In this dwell time analysis, histograms were compiled from the durations of non-zero FRET states (bound state lifetimes) and the durations between the non-zero FRET states (unbound state lifetime). Integration of these histograms then produced a survivor function which was then fit to an exponential decay function to calculate kinetic parameters for the association and dissociation of the PolB1 • DNA complex (see Experimental Procedures). Due to the overlap between the peaks in the FRET distribution histogram (Figure 2D), binding kinetics were not extrapolated for each FRET efficiency state separately. The survivor function of the lifetimes of the bound state was best fit with a double exponential equation with 93 ± 2% of molecules dissociating with a fast rate ($k_1$) of 1.53 ± 0.05 s$^{-1}$ and the remaining 7 ± 2% of molecules dissociated with a slower rate ($k_2$) of 0.44 ± 0.08 s$^{-1}$ (Figure 4A). This indicates that a small number of PolB1 molecules were bound to DNA in a more stable state. An observed association rate of 0.69 ± 0.04 s$^{-1}$ was obtained from a single exponential fit of the survivor function calculated from the time between binding events (Figure 4B). In order to determine the effect of the concentration of PolB1 on the DNA binding kinetics, we made use of a technique known as protein induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE), in which the binding of an unlabeled DNA polymerase to Cy3 labeled DNA has been shown to lead to an increase in fluorescence intensity (26,29). This technique allows for the use of protein concentrations above what can be used for single-molecule FRET, as we have observed that concentrations above ~15 nM Cy5 labeled PolB1 result in a high background fluorescence which makes data analysis difficult. Single-molecule PIPE traces showed that the binding of PolB1 to the C-2 substrate leads to a ~1.8 fold increase in Cy3 fluorescence (Figure 5A). Dwell time analysis indicated that the lifetime of the bound state was independent of PolB1 concentration, whereas the association rate increased linearly with increasing PolB1 concentration (Figure 5B,C). A second order binding constant of $6.7 \pm 0.1 \times 10^7$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ was determined from a linear fit of the association rate versus the concentration of PolB1. $K_D$ values of 6 ± 1 and 23 ± 1 nM were calculated using the aforementioned dissociation rates of $k_2$ and $k_1$, respectively (Figure 4). The lower $K_D$ value is similar to that determined previously by ensemble level kinetic assays ($K_D = 1.8$ nM) (5).

**Binding of a correct or an incorrect nucleotide alters the conformational dynamics of PolB1 complexes** - Previous studies have shown that binding to a correct nucleotide stabilizes a closed conformation for the finger domains of A-family DNA polymerases (27,30). In order to determine if such a conformational change may be partially responsible for the multiple binding conformations observed for PolB1, we performed single-molecule binding assays with the C-1 DNA substrate in the presence of 1 mM correct dTTP. Notably, the C-1 DNA substrate (Table I) contains
a dideoxy-terminated primer to prevent the covalent incorporation of the nucleotide. The presence of the correct nucleotide altered the FRET efficiency distribution leading to a 14% decrease in the low FRET peak and a corresponding increase in the mid FRET peak while the highest peak remained relatively unchanged (Figure 6A). This suggests that the low FRET efficiency state indeed corresponded to an open finger conformation ($E^\text{Pol}_{\text{Open}} \cdot \text{DNA}_n$, Figure 2B) while the mid FRET efficiency state corresponded to a closed finger conformation ($E^\text{Pol}_{\text{Closed}} \cdot \text{DNA}_n$, Figure 2B). Additionally, dwell time analysis showed that the presence of a correct nucleotide led to a modest increase in the average life time of binding events. Extracting the double exponential decay parameters from the dwell time survivor function indicated that the increase in the average lifetime was due to a five-fold increase in the amplitude of the slow phase ($0.07 \pm 0.02$ versus $0.38 \pm 0.02$), rather than a change in the dissociation rates ($1.53 \pm 0.05$ s$^{-1}$ and $0.44 \pm 0.09$ versus $1.79 \pm 0.07$ and $0.48 \pm 0.02$ s$^{-1}$) (Figure 6C). This suggests that correct nucleotide binding promotes formation of a more stable complex which is accessible, but occupied less frequently in the absence of any nucleotide. These results are also consistent with our previous ensemble level kinetic studies which provide evidence for distinct rapidly and slowly dissociating $E \cdot \text{DNA} \cdot \text{dNTP}$ ternary complexes (5).

Interestingly, in the presence of 1 mM incorrect dATP, the increase in the mid FRET peak frequency was not observed (Figure 6B). Instead, when compared to the results obtained in the absence of any nucleotide, there was a reduction in the frequency of both open and closed states and an increase in the highest FRET state. This suggests that binding to an incorrect nucleotide has minimal effect on the conformational dynamics of the finger domain. Dwell time analysis showed a biphasic dissociation rate in the presence of dATP (Figure 6D) with the amplitudes of fast ($67 \pm 3\%$) and slow ($32 \pm 3\%$) phases similar to those observed ($62 \pm 1\%$ and $38 \pm 2\%$) in the presence of the correct nucleotide, only with dramatically faster rates ($\sim 7$ and $1.5$ s$^{-1}$). Notably, the calculated rate of the fast phase (Figure 6D) may be less accurate than suggested by the curve fitting error ($7.5 \pm 0.5$ s$^{-1}$) since the inverse of this rate corresponds to a lifetime of 140 ms, which is near the experimental time resolution (100 ms). Nevertheless, this result indicates that the incorrect nucleotide greatly decreased the stability of the PolB1 $\cdot \text{DNA}$ binary complex.

Substrates with a mismatched primer terminus destabilize the binding of PolB1 to DNA. Next, we investigated the binding of PolB1 to DNA substrates containing mismatched primer termini. In order to facilitate the use of different primers, a DNA construct was used with both the fluorescent label and biotin on the template strand (Table I). Notably, results with a fully matched DNA primer and the labeled template produced results essentially identical to those with the donor fluorophore on the primer strand (Figure 7). With a single terminal mismatch, a two-fold increase in the high FRET population was observed, accompanied by a decrease in the low FRET peak and a minor reduction of the mid FRET peak (Figure 8A). A similar increase in the frequency of binding to the exonuclease site upon introduction of a single mismatch has been reported in ensemble studies for KF (34). It is therefore likely that the high FRET peak is due to the binding of DNA to the exonuclease site of PolB1 ($E_{\text{Exo}} \cdot \text{DNA}_n^*$, Figure 2B) and that this binding configuration is more likely in the presence of a terminal mismatch (Figure 8A) than with fully matched DNA (Figure 2D). The crystal structure of the related B-family polymerase RB69 pol indicates that several nucleotides at the primer terminus must be melted from the template strand in order to allow for binding of the DNA substrate to the exonuclease site (13). Therefore, we investigated the effects of a substrate with three terminal mismatches on the binding of DNA to PolB1. Interestingly, when the DNA substrate contained three mismatched base pairs, not only was the high FRET state even more densely populated, but also the low and mid FRET efficiency peaks were no longer easily distinguishable, instead appearing as an asymmetric single peak with a FRET efficiency of 0.3 (Figure 8B). This suggests that the presence of three mismatches distorts the DNA substrate in such a way that the finger domain motion is disrupted. Furthermore, the high FRET peak was broadened and centered at a lower value (0.64, Figure 8B) than for the fully matched DNA (0.79,
Figure 2D). This indicates that the multiple mismatches also affect the exonuclease binding mode, which may be more conformationally flexible, leading to the broadening of the FRET distribution. It is possible that this broadened peak may represent multiple distinct conformations, however they do not give rise to easily distinguishable FRET states and thus were not be fit to individual peaks. Dwell time analysis revealed that the lifetime of PolB1 bound to the mismatch containing substrates still exhibited a double exponential decay, but with the rates of both phases significantly increased for the single (5.4 ± 0.1 and 1.24 ± 0.07 s⁻¹, Figure 8C) and triple mismatch (7.8 ± 0.1 and 1.49 ± 0.08 s⁻¹, Figure 8D) substrates compared to the fully complementary substrate (1.53 ± 0.05 and 0.44 ± 0.09 s⁻¹, Figure 4A). As described above, the fast rates may be less accurate than indicated by the curve fitting in Figure 8 due to limited experimental time resolution. These data suggest that the binding of PolB1 to DNA is affected significantly by the presence of multiple mismatches at the primer-template junction.

DISCUSSION

DNA polymerases utilize a complex kinetic mechanism and undergo various conformational changes to bind substrates and catalyze DNA polymerization. Although a minimal kinetic mechanism has been established for all DNA polymerases through ensemble level kinetic studies (11), important mechanistic differences exist between the six families of DNA polymerase as well as between members within the same family. Single-molecule techniques are powerful tools for providing additional details on the mechanism of DNA polymerization and the unique characteristics of individual polymerases. To date, there have been only a handful of single-molecule fluorescence studies of DNA polymerase activities and they have largely focused on the A-family members (26-30) or HIV reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT) (35). Here we have developed a single-molecule FRET system to monitor the interaction between DNA and PolB1, a model B-family DNA polymerase.

In the absence of nucleotides, we have shown that PolB1 is able to bind to a DNA substrate in conformations that give rise to three distinguishable FRET states, which we have assigned to an open (E<sub>Pol</sub>•DNA<sub>n</sub>) and a closed (E<sub>Pol</sub>•DNA<sub>n</sub>) finger conformation, and an exonuclease site (E<sub>Exo</sub>•DNA<sub>n</sub>) binding conformation (Scheme 1, Figures 2, 6 and 8). Notably, some single protein binding events exhibit detectable transitions between these states, indicating that PolB1 is able to transition between these states without dissociating from the DNA substrate (Scheme 1, Figures 2 and 3). Single-molecule FRET studies have revealed that the finger domain of KF also adopts multiple conformations in the absence of an incoming nucleotide (27,30), while a similar study with T7 pol, another A-family DNA polymerase, only detected the closed finger conformation after nucleotide binding (26). This may be due to actual differences in the mechanism of each DNA polymerase or in the experimental design of each published study. Despite the similarities between the observed FRET distributions in our studies with PolB1 and those with KF (30), there are several notable differences. First, with KF, an “ajar” conformation was observed at a FRET efficiency intermediate between the open and closed states (30), whereas no such a conformation was resolved here for PolB1. The binding of a correct nucleotide shifts the conformational equilibrium towards the closed state for both PolB1 and KF. However the closed conformation is slightly preferred over the open conformation for PolB1 when bound to DNA in the absence of an incoming nucleotide (Figure 2D) while the open state was found to be preferred for KF (30). Furthermore, a smaller majority of PolB1 (66%) molecules are bound in the closed conformation in the presence of a correct dNTP (Figure 6A) than observed for KF (~90%) (30). These observations suggest that the presence of a correct dNTP had less effect on the conformation of the finger domain of PolB1 than for observed previously for KF. Some of the observed differences in the conformational dynamics may be due to the unique structure of the finger domain of PolB1. The crystal structure of PolB1 shows that two α-helices from the N-terminal domain are inserted into the finger domain, which leads to an unusual extended finger structure not observed in other A- or B-family DNA polymerases (36). Notably, this distinctive structural feature has not been observed.
in the structures of other B-family DNA polymerases including RB69 pol (13) as well as those from other thermophilic Archaea including Thermococcus (37, 38), Desulfurococcus (39) and Pyrococcus (40). However sequence alignment suggests this feature may be present in more closely related crenarchaeal species (36) and may therefore define a distinct subfamily of DNA polymerases. This unique structure may facilitate PolB1 to use different strategies than KF or other B-family DNA polymerases with respect to finger domain conformational dynamics to achieve a similar level of replication fidelity and efficiency. Additionally, while our results show a five-fold increase in the population of slowly dissociating complexes of PolB1 bound to DNA in the presence of the correct dNTP, the overall increase in the binding time is more modest than that observed for KF (30). This difference is supported by our ensemble level studies which provide evidence for two types of PolB•DNA•dNTP ternary complexes, one which dissociates more rapidly than the binary complex alone and one which dissociates more slowly (5). On the other hand, ensemble level studies with KF have provided evidence for only a single type of ternary complex with a dissociation rate similar to that observed in the single-molecule studies (41) . The observed difference between KF and PolB1 are not entirely unexpected as the two enzyme perform different in vivo functions in very different organisms. KF is a truncated form of a bacterial DNA polymerase predominantly involved in filling DNA gaps introduced during repair and lagging strand synthesis (42) while PolB1 is the main replicative polymerase of a hyperthermophilic archaean (31). Additionally stopped-flow FRET studies have suggested that there are also significant difference between KF (41) and a homologous bacterial A-family DNA polymerase, Thermus aquaticus Klentaq (17), with respect to the finger domain conformational dynamics. This illustrates that careful investigation can reveal variations in conformational change mechanisms even for closely related DNA polymerases.

Interestingly, the binding of a correct nucleotide had no effect on the relative population of PolB1 molecules bound in the exonuclease conformation (Figure 6A). This may indicate that when initially bound to DNA in this proofreading conformation (E_{\text{Exo}}•DNA_{n*}), PolB1 must dissociate or convert to a polymerase site-bound conformation (E_{\text{Pol}}^{\text{Open}}•DNA_{n} or E_{\text{Pol}}^{\text{Closed}}•DNA_{n}) prior to nucleotide binding, and that the presence of the correct nucleotide does not affect the initial preference of PolB1 to bind DNA in the polymerase site or the exonuclease site. Additionally, there is an overall increase in the frequency of the editing complex conformation (E_{\text{Exo}}•DNA_{n*}) in the presence of an incorrect nucleotide (33%, Figure 6B) when compared to the results with DNA alone (16%, Figure 2D). It is possible that the mismatched dNTP may somehow induce a shift to the exonuclease binding mode (E_{\text{Exo}}•DNA_{n*}) as was suggested for KF (30). However, when considering only molecules bound to DNA in the polymerase mode, the frequency of the closed conformation (E_{\text{Pol}}^{\text{Closed}}•DNA_{n}) relative to the open conformation (E_{\text{Pol}}^{\text{Open}}•DNA_{n}) is largely unaffected by the presence of the incorrect nucleotide. This suggests an alternative explanation whereby the mismatched dNTP does not have any direct effect on the conformation of the finger domain, but rather has an overall destabilizing effect on the binding of DNA to the polymerase active site, allowing for a higher likelihood of binding in the exonuclease mode without actively forcing the complex into this conformation.

Our results with the mismatched DNA substrates (Figure 8) suggest that DNA binding by PolB1 may be disrupted at both the polymerase and exonuclease sites due to an increase in the conformational flexibility of the primer-template terminus. However, it is apparent that binding to the polymerase site still accounts for a significant portion of binding events with the triple mismatch at the primer-template junction. This result is in contrast to those from similar studies which suggest that KF binds DNA exclusively in the exonuclease site in the presence of a double mismatch (29). This difference between KF and PolB1 in the preference of mismatched DNA for binding to the exonuclease site may be the result of structural differences between the enzymes including the interactions between the finger and exonuclease domains which are unique to crenarchaeal B-family DNA polymerases such as PolB1 (36). Additionally, as with the other archaeal B-family DNA polymerases (37-40), the
exonuclease domain of PolB1 lies on the opposite side of the palm domain than observed for DNA polymerases from other families. Furthermore, the three mutation required to inactivate the exonuclease of PolB1 (see Experimental Procedures) may be more disruptive to DNA binding to the exonuclease site than the single mutation used to remove this activity in KF (29). Nevertheless, our studies clearly demonstrate that binding to the exonuclease site of PolB1 is increasingly favored with increasing destabilization of the primer-template terminus.

Dwell time analysis revealed that the PolB1•DNA complex exhibited two apparent characteristic lifetimes, which were altered in the presence of nucleotides and mismatched primer-template termini. However, the dissociation rates determined in this study \(k_1 = 1.53 \pm 0.05 \text{ s}^{-1}\) and \(k_2 = 0.44 \pm 0.09 \text{ s}^{-1}\) were much faster than the rate determined previously by ensemble level kinetic measurement \(k_{\text{off}} = 0.0433 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (5). There is a similar difference in the rates of dissociation of KF from DNA as determined by single-molecule FRET \(1.3\) or \(1.6 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (28,30) or ensemble level kinetic methods \(0.06 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (2). Interestingly, the DNA dissociation rate for the B-Family DNA polymerase from bacteriophage T4 was measured to be \(6 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (7), much closer to the rate determined in the single-molecule studies. The fluorescent labeling and surface attachment required for the single-molecule FRET measurements as well as triple mutations at the active site of the exonuclease domain may have some effect on the DNA binding kinetics of these enzymes. Alternatively, the large discrepancy in rates determined by the two methods may indicate that the formation of a stable, catalytically active polymerase•DNA complex involves a multi-step mechanism (Scheme 2). The kinetic assays which were used to determine the slower dissociation rates \(k_{\text{pr}}\) (Scheme 2) are designed to monitor only the dissociation from a productive complex \(E_{\text{pol}}^\text{Pr}•DNA_n\) capable of incorporating an incoming nucleotide into the DNA substrate. In contrast, single-molecule assays measure dissociation of both the productive complex and any non-productive complexes \(E_{\text{pol}}^N•DNA_n\) (Scheme 2). Therefore, the apparent biphasic dissociation observed in this study \(k_{\text{app}} = k_1 \exp(-k_1t) + k_2 \exp(-k_2t)\) may be a complex function of many microscopic rate constants for the dissociation from and inter-conversion between multiple binding complexes \(k_{\text{app}} = f(k_{\text{NS}}, k_{\text{N}}, k_{\text{pr}}, k_{\text{NS}→\text{pr}}, k_{\text{pr}→\text{NS}})\) (Scheme 2). In fact, evidence for this type of multi-step DNA binding mechanism involving multiple E•DNA binary complexes has been observed by ensemble level stopped-flow fluorescence measurements with HIV-RT (43,44), and Thermus aquaticus Klentaq1. In these studies, it was suggested that the difference between the proposed binary complex conformations might be the result of a subtle repositioning of the DNA substrate within the polymerase active site, rather than large conformational changes in the protein structure. Similarly, our results from crystallographic (45) and stopped-flow FRET (20) studies with a Y-family DNA polymerase, Dpo4, indicate that the DNA substrate can translocate by one base pair relative to the polymerase active site, prior to nucleotide binding. Notably, in stopped-flow FRET studies with KF no evidence was found for the existence of more than one binary complex conformation (41) as was observed in similar studies with the homologous Klentaq1 (17). Interestingly, the frequencies of the two different bound state lifetimes observed here (Figures 4, 6C,D, and 8C,D) are not correlated with the relative frequencies of the open and closed conformations in the presence or absence of an incoming dNTP (Figures 2D, 6A,B and 8A,B). This suggests that the E•DNA binding complexes described in Scheme 2 \(E_{\text{pol}}^\text{N}•DNA_n\) and \(E_{\text{pol}}^\text{Pr}•DNA_n\) may also be related to subtle changes in the interaction between the DNA substrate and polymerase active site, rather than the conformational state of the finger domain (Scheme 1, \(E_{\text{pol}}^\text{Open}•DNA_n\) and \(E_{\text{pol}}^\text{Closed}•DNA_n\)). The apparent dissociation rate observed in the single-molecule assays is also further complicated by the potential for formation of a complex with the primer bound to the exonuclease site \(E_{\text{exo}}•DNA_n\) (Scheme 1), which has been shown to dissociate more than 1,000-fold faster than when the substrate is bound to the polymerase active site for KF (10). We are planning to perform additional stopped-flow and single-molecule FRET studies with fluorescent probes at different locations in order to verify the conclusions of this study as well as help shed additional light on the relationship between the conformational states and observed dissociation
rates for PolB1. In addition, we will use the single-molecule FRET system established here as a foundation for our future single-molecule level studies on the switching between PolB1 and Dpo4 during DNA lesion bypass.
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**FIGURE LEGENDS**

**Figure 1.** Comparison of kinetic parameters of PolB1 single cysteine mutant and previously characterized PolB1 exo-. (A) Anisotropy versus concentration of the unlabeled single cysteine mutant (○) and the previously characterized PolB1 exo- (●) were fit to eq 1 (Experimental Procedures) which yielded $K_D$ values of $1.7 \pm 0.3$ nM and $2.1 \pm 0.8$ nM respectively for binding to Cy3 labeled DNA substrate A-1 (Table 1). (B) A pre-incubated solution of PolB1 (30 nM) and 5'-[32P]-labeled D-1 DNA (Table 1) (120 nM) was mixed with dTTP•Mg2+ (100 μM) and the reaction was quenched at various times with 0.37 M EDTA. A fit of product formation versus time to eq 2 (Experimental Procedures) resolved the parameters $k_{burst} = 1.7 \pm 0.3$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_{ss} = 0.030 \pm 0.007$ s$^{-1}$ for the Cy5-labeled single cysteine mutant (○) and $k_{burst} = 2.6 \pm 0.3$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{ss} = 0.027 \pm 0.004$ s$^{-1}$ for PolB1 exo- (●).

**Figure 2.** FRET from PolB1 binding to single DNA molecules. (A) The PolB1•DNA complex was modeled by structural alignment of the apo PolB1 structure (1S5J) with the ternary structure of RB69 Pol bound to DNA and dNTP (11G9) using Pymol. The finger (blue), palm (green), thumb (pink), exonuclease (yellow) and N-terminal (brown) domains are shown, with the approximate positions of the Cy3 donor in the C1 DNA substrate (Table 1) and Cy5 acceptor on PolB1 shown as cyan and red spheres respectively. The DNA is shown in orange. (B) A cartoon representation of the low, mid, and high FRET PolB1•DNA complexes. The protein domains and DNA are colored as in panel (A), with the positions of the Cy3 donor and Cy5 acceptor shown as cyan and red spheres, respectively, with the relative size of the spheres corresponding to the fluorescent intensities of each dye. (C) A representative time trajectory is shown for PolB1 binding to DNA with donor and acceptor intensities shown in green and red, respectively (top), while the corresponding FRET signal is shown in blue (bottom). Black dashed lines at 0.3, 0.45 and 0.75 FRET efficiencies are shown for ease of visual inspection. Two clear transitions can be seen between the high and mid FRET efficiency levels. (D) The FRET efficiency histogram compiled from 286 time traces showing PolB1 binding to the C-1 DNA substrate (Table I) with the listed percentages corresponding to the area of each peak. Dashed lines represent individual Gaussian peak fits and the solid line represents the sum of the individual Gaussians.

**Figure 3.** Examples of time trajectories showing transition between conformations in a single binding event. Traces are shown including transitions between (A) $E_{Pol}^{\text{Open}}$•DNA$\text{n}$ (low FRET) and $E_{Pol}^{\text{Closed}}$•DNA$\text{n}$ (mid FRET) conformations, (B) the $E_{Exo}$•DNA$\text{n}$• (high FRET) and $E_{Pol}^{\text{Open}}$•DNA$\text{n}$ (low FRET) conformations and (C) the $E_{Exo}$•DNA$\text{n}$• (high FRET) and $E_{Pol}^{\text{Closed}}$•DNA$\text{n}$ (mid FRET) conformations. Donor and acceptor intensities are shown in grey and black, respectively (top), and the corresponding FRET signal is shown (bottom).

**Figure 4.** Dwell time analysis of binary complex formation. Survivor functions for the bound state (A) and unbound state (B) were computed from histograms of binding times and time between binding events, respectively, for multiple time trajectories (see Experimental Procedures) with 10 nM PolB1 binding to DNA substrate C-1 (Table I). The black lines represent fits to either a double (A) or single (B) exponential equation (eq 3 and 4, Experimental Procedures). The bound state was best fit with a double exponential equation to yield the following parameters: $A_1 = 0.93 \pm 0.02$, $k_1 = 1.53 \pm 0.05$ s$^{-1}$, $A_2 = 0.07 \pm 0.02$, and $k_2 = 0.44 \pm 0.09$ s$^{-1}$. The unbound state was fit to a single exponential equation with a rate of $0.69 \pm 0.04$ s$^{-1}$.

**Figure 5.** Concentration dependent dwell times based on PIFE. Representative PIFE time trajectories are shown for fluorescent intensity from Cy3 labeled C-2 DNA substrate molecules in the presence of 5 nM (Top) or 45 nM (Bottom) unlabeled PolB1. The dissociation (B) and association (C) rates extrapolated from PIFE data are shown as a function of PolB1’s concentration. The indicated concentration-independent dissociation rates ($k_1$ and $k_2$) are the average of the rates determined at each concentration (B).
and the association rate \( k_{\text{on}} = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \times 10^7 \text{M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \) was determined from a linear fit of the observed rate versus PolB1 concentration (C).

**Figure 6.** FRET efficiency histograms and bound state survivor functions for PolB1 binding to DNA substrate C-1 in the presence of a correct or an incorrect nucleotide. The FRET efficiency histograms (A,B) and bound state survivor functions (C,D) were compiled from FRET time trajectories recorded with 10 nM PolB1 in the presence of 1 mM correct dTTP (A,C) or incorrect dATP (B,D). The survivor functions were fit with a double exponential equation (eq 3). For correct dTTP the following kinetic parameters were resolved: \( A_1 = 0.62 \pm 0.01, k_1 = 1.79 \pm 0.07 \text{ s}^{-1}, A_2 = 0.38 \pm 0.02, \) and \( k_2 = 0.48 \pm 0.02 \text{ s}^{-1} \). For incorrect dATP the following kinetic parameters were resolved: \( A_1 = 0.67 \pm 0.03, k_1 = 7.5 \pm 0.5 \text{ s}^{-1}, A_2 = 0.32 \pm 0.03, \) and \( k_2 = 1.5 \pm 0.1 \text{ s}^{-1} \).

**Figure 7.** FRET efficiency histogram for PolB1 (10 nM) binding to the C-3 DNA substrate with the Cy3 label on the template strand. The peak position and frequency is similar to that observed with the C-1 substrate labeled with Cy3 on the primer strand.

**Figure 8.** FRET efficiency histograms and bound state survivor functions for PolB1 binding to mismatched DNA substrates. The FRET efficiency histograms (A,B) and bound state survivor functions (C,D) were compiled from FRET time trajectories recorded with 10 nM PolB1 binding to DNA substrates containing a single mismatch (M-1) (A,C) or three mismatches (M-3) (B,D). The survivor functions were fit with a double exponential equation (eq 4). For M-1 the following kinetic parameters were resolved: \( A_1 = 0.82 \pm 0.01, k_1 = 5.4 \pm 0.1 \text{ s}^{-1}, A_2 = 0.18 \pm 0.03, \) and \( k_2 = 1.24 \pm 0.07 \text{ s}^{-1} \). For M-3 the following kinetic parameters were resolved: \( A_1 = 0.84 \pm 0.01, k_1 = 7.8 \pm 0.1 \text{ s}^{-1}, A_2 = 0.12 \pm 0.01, \) and \( k_2 = 1.49 \pm 0.08 \text{ s}^{-1} \).
Table I. Sequences of DNA substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>5’-CGAGCCGTCGCA\textbf{T}CTACCCG\textbf{C}-3’ 3’-GCTCGGCAGCCTAGATGGACGGACGTCTAG-5’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>5’-CGAGCCGTCGCA\textbf{TC}CTACCT-3’ 3’-GCTCGGCAGCCTAGATGGACGGACGTCTAG-5’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>5’-CGAGCCGTCGCA\textbf{TC}CTACCTACGCCC-3’ 3’-GCTCGGCAGCCTAGATGGACGGACGTCTAG-5’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1</td>
<td>5’-CGAGCCGTCGCA\textbf{T}CTACCTACGCT-3’ 3’-GCTCGGCAGCCTAGATGGACGGACGTCTAG-5’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-3</td>
<td>5’-CGAGCCGTCGCA\textbf{T}CTACCTACGCT-3’ 3’-GCTCGGCAGCCTAGATGGACGGACGTCTAG-5’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A-1  | 5’-CGAGCCGACCGGACGGGCGGTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-Cy3-5’ 3’-CGGAGCGACGGCAGCGGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT TT
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Scheme 2

\[
\begin{align*}
E + DNA_n &\xrightarrow{k_{Pr}} E_{Pol}^{Pr} \cdot DNA_n \\
E_{Pol}^{N} \cdot DNA_n &\xrightarrow{k_{N}} E_{Pol}^{N}
\end{align*}
\]
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(A) Frequency distribution of FRET values with 23%, 47%, and 30% indicated.

(B) Frequency distribution with 50% indicated.

(C) Time course of fraction for A.

(D) Time course of fraction for B.